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Metrical Records for 2010 

 

 Baptisms: 11 (2 parishioners)  

 Chrismations: 1 

 Funerals: 6 (1 parishioner)   

 Marriages: 1 (1 parishioner) 

 

 

[The sections which review the highlights of 2010 have been omitted in this excerpt.] 

Final Thoughts 

These reflections on growth are largely concerned with you and me as individuals, about how 

we should prepare our hearts to receive others.  But what should we do together?  What can we 

do as a parish family to receive a world which hungers for God? 

In short, there are many things we can do, and are planning to do.   But in 2011, it is my prayer 

that we think very seriously about two major projects. 

First, it is time to make a decision about improving the condition of our iconography in the 

church.  I agree with Father Mark:  the decision we make about the style of iconography in our 

church will have an impact on the kind of growth we can expect.  The icons we now have are 

wonderful  --  St Seraphim himself prayed before icons like them!  --  but they reflect a style that 

is strongly associated with Ukrainian and Galician churches in the 19th century.  This 

iconography is precious, but it looks so very different from the older traditions of iconography 

found in most other Orthodox Churches in America and the world.  If we keep this style, our 

parish will remain familiar and heart-warming to those at home in a Western Ukrainian 

tradition, but we will have trouble achieving a broader appeal to newcomers and converts.  If 

we follow the lead of our sister parishes across this country and adopt the older traditions, our 

parish will remain beautiful, but it will be beautiful in way that appeals to so many more 

people, both to Orthodox and to those who seek to become Orthodox.  We really should make a 

decision in 2011 about the style and condition of our parish iconography.  (If an English-

language church with older iconography were established by another jurisdiction near us, 

especially north of Salem, our ability to grow would likely be limited.) 

Second, it is time to think about our current practice of dividing each month into “English 

Sundays” and “Slavonic Sundays”.  Christ came to destroy all dividing symbols.  So often we 

hear from the Apostle Paul that there is neither Jew nor Greek, male nor female, slave nor 

master.  Our current practice of dividing the month into English and Slavonic Sundays started 



years ago as an attempt to bring greater unity.  There were fewer folks who understood 

Slavonic, and more folks who understood English.  Today, I’m not so sure that our current 

arrangement of dividing up the month according to language helps to support greater unity.  At 

St Nicholas, all our neighbors are welcome, whether your name is Nikolaevich or whether your 

name is Nicholson.   In 2011, we should think about making a change.  All of us should worship 

together in a way that makes sense.   

To honor our connection to the story of Russian Orthodoxy, we can include some Slavonic 

every Sunday.  To honor our commitment to reaching out to the entire world, we should have 

the major teaching and sacramental portions of the Liturgy in English.  Every Sunday, it seems 

to me, should be a Sunday that reaches all people in a way that make sense for our community. 

 

There is much more that could be said, but this is enough for now.  I feel a great deal of 

excitement and hope for the upcoming year.  We are in the planning stages of some great 

events.  I know that God is at work, and that He will bless this parish.  My thanks to Bob and 

Suzanne, and to the entire parish council, for helping me to gain my sea legs these last few 

months.  My thanks also go to all of you for your prayers, encouragement, and support. 

 

 

Glory to God for all things! 

Fr Theophan 


